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Prepare for
US Fed stimulus
taper: Tharman
Countries should
put in place
domestic reforms,
raise productivity
Reports by LEE U-WEN
leeuwen@sph.com.sg
[SINGAPORE] THE global
economy has to accept the
fact that the United States
Federal Reserve will have
to start paring its assetbuying stimulus at some
point.
What countries should
do ahead of the US central
bank’s expected tapering of
the stimulus programme is
to start preparing themselves early, said Singapore
Deputy Prime Minister and
Finance Minister Tharman
Shanmugaratnam.
He made these points after a meeting with visiting

US Treasury Secretary
Jacob Lew yesterday.
The world’s stock markets have taken a hit amid
mounting speculation that
Washington could begin cutting its US$85 billion a
month economic stimulus
programme from as early
as next month.
Weighing in on the issue
of market jitters and speculation about tapering,
Mr Tharman said: “At
some point, the Fed will
have to start tapering. Whether it tapers in December
or sometime next year will
eventually be (only) a footnote in history.
“At some point, it’s going to have to taper – and
it’s important for all of us to
start preparing for this
eventuality.”
What this means is that
all countries must, among

other priorities, put in
place domestic reforms,
raise productivity, and liberalise and remove roadblocks to infrastructure investments.
“The eventual tapering
on the Fed’s part will, I
think, (be) a net positive for
emerging Asia – a net positive as long as we respond
to this likely outcome, start
preparing for it now, have a
little more urgency in domestic reforms,” said
Mr Tharman.
He revealed that Mr Lew
had assured that the US
was serious about getting a
clear resolution of its current budget and debt impasses.
“Resolving this problem
is important not just to the
United States, but for the
global economy and sustaining the global recovery,”

Trade talks: Mr Lew (left) and Mr Tharman (right) also discussed the latest state of
the Trans-Pacific Partnership negotiations during their meeting yesterday. PHOTO: AFP
said Mr Tharman.
The two leaders also discussed the latest state of
the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) negotiations,
which are now in the final
stages after three years of
talks and are expected to be
concluded soon.
The US-led TPP talks involve 12 Pacific Rim countries, including Singapore.
The TPP is billed as the
world’s largest free-trade
agreement and accounts
for about a third of world
trade and nearly 40 per
cent of the global economy.
“We are both committed

to achieving a high-standard TPP agreement that
will ultimately boost trade,
boost investment and boost
job creation in all our countries. Our negotiators are
working intensively to resolve the outstanding issues,” said Mr Tharman.
The aim is still to strike
a deal by year-end, and
Mr Tharman said that every country involved “should
try our best” to reach a consensus.
The negotiators from
the 12 countries are set to
meet in Salt Lake City in the
US next week before Singa-

pore hosts the next TPP
Ministerial Meeting in December.
Separately, Mr Lew also
met Prime Minister Lee
Hsien Loong at the Istana,
where they exchanged
views on international and
regional developments, including the global economic and financial outlook.
Mr Lew’s two-day trip to
Singapore, which ended
yesterday, was the second
leg of his five-nation swing
through Asia that began
earlier this week in Japan
and will wrap up in China.

World wants to be part of China’s remaking: Tharman
[SINGAPORE] While there
will be risks as China rolls
out its reform blueprint for
the coming decade, the
world’s
second-largest
economy is filled with “tremendous potential” and
one in which the rest of the
world will want to have a
stake in.
“China will be an economy with plenty of opportunities for the rest of us,” said
Deputy Prime Minister and
Finance Minister Tharman
Shanmugaratnam at the
start of the Singapore Management
University’s

(SMU) inaugural China Forum yesterday.
More than 300 people attended the day-long event,
including China Ambassador to Singapore Duan Jielong and former World
Bank chief economist Justin Lin.
Mr Tharman’s comments came a day after China’s ruling Communist party outlined sweeping reforms in promising a bigger
role for the free market in
the country’s state-dominated economy.
In his 20-minute

speech, Mr Tharman said
that he remained optimistic
about China’s future, even
as he acknowledged that
this would be the “most
complex” structural reform
task that any country had
faced in the last 50 years.
“China is embarking on
it with a forward-looking attitude. It recognises the
complexity but it is not going to be without risks. It
would be naive to think that
this is going to be a
risk-less process.”
China is still coping with
the excesses of the previous
stimulus package that was
introduced during the
2008-09 global financial crisis. The Chinese leaders
will also have to deal with
the interdependence between the reforms that they

want to undertake.
“It’s not possible to have
financial sector reform
without state-owned enterprise reforms,” Mr Tharman said. “It’s not possible
to have successful urbanisation without reform to the
household registration system progressively.
“Each reform carries
risks – economic, social,
sometimes political – and
the interdependence of reforms does not neutralise
those risks. It sometimes
compounds them.”
Still, Mr Tharman said
that countries naturally
want to be a part of China’s
transformation because the
country is the “major
source of economic
growth” in the world today.
Mr Lin, who is now a

professor at Peking University, later told the audience
that he predicted that China would grow by an average of 8 per cent a year for
the next 20 years. As for
2014, he forecasts that GDP
growth would reach 7.5-8
per cent at the very least.
Mr Tharman noted that
China would have to overcome several challenges in
coming years. For one, it
could no longer rely on its
labour market as an engine
of growth for the economy,
given that the number of
young people entering the
workforce is already starting to decline.
Where China can do
well, however, is in improving its productivity levels.
With a much more diverse
and larger economy com-

pared to Japan and South
Korea, Mr Tharman said,
China’s many provinces
such as Sichuan had yet to
realise its potential in raising productivity.
There is also much
scope for China in terms of
urbanisation as more people move to the cities, while
the growing connectivity between regions will also help
boost demand through
greater investment, he
said.
SMU organised yesterday’s forum as part of its efforts to strengthen and
deepen its own engagement with China. The university hopes to hold the
event on a regular basis, alternating between Singapore and China.

Errant rail contractors: Can LTA do more?
By MINDY TAN
tanmindy@sph.com.sg
[SINGAPORE] The plight of small and
medium enterprises (SMEs) left in the
lurch by a defaulting rail project
sub-contractor has put the scrutiny
on whether the Land Transport Authority (LTA), as the owner of the
Downtown Line 3 Project, could have
done more.
This comes after a group of small
contractors here were left with some
$2 million in bounced cheques after
Korean company Samdaiyang Development went bust. The company was
the sub-contractor for Hyundai Engineering & Construction Co, which, in
turn, was awarded the $188 million
Contract 931 for the construction of
MacPherson station to link Downtown Line 3 to the Circle Line.
The SMEs said when they turned
to the main contractor, Hyundai Engineering and Construction, for help,
they were told to file their claim submissions at the Seoul Central District
Court, as Samdaiyang Development
had filed for insolvency.
According to an LTA spokesman,
only the main contractors’ financial
positions are taken into account during tender evaluation.
“To minimise the impact of the
main contractors’ default, LTA closely monitors the progress of its contracts and have in place financial safeguards, such as safety deposits and retention sums, which could be used to
offset the cost, if any, arising from the
default,” said the spokesman.

Observers said the issue is not a
straightforward one, given that the
SMEs were contracted with Samdaiyang Development, which, in turn,
was the sub-contractor for Hyundai
Engineering & Construction. Therefore, there is no direct contract or
commercial relationship between
LTA and the affected parties.
On the other hand, there are
grounds to argue that LTA does have
an interest in what goes on beyond
the main contractor level, said Paul
Wong, partner at Rodyk & Davidson.
It isn’t uncommon for such
projects to have a clause requiring
LTA’s consent before any sub-contractor is engaged, though it is unknown
if this was the case for this project.
“LTA can require financial details
of the sub-contractor before consent
is granted. Such provisions can enable LTA to ensure that financially viable sub-contractors are engaged.
“But, if LTA did so, it would be to
protect its own interest, that is, it
does not want any sub-contractor’s insolvency to affect the project. LTA
would not be doing this to help the
sub-sub-contractors,” said Mr Wong.
Industry players told BT it is customary practice to conduct background checks on sub-contractors.
This includes detailed checks into
their job history and safety records.
“You don’t want your sub-con to
(throw a spanner) in your work, so
generally all builders will have a system to make sure their sub-cons are
sound” and if they are new, there has

to be a period to adjust, because they
may be unfamiliar with your procedures, said a main contractor.
Details of a company can also be
obtained from ACRA, which will
show what the paid-up capital is, who
the directors and shareholders are,
and also whether there are any charges against the company’s assets.
Searches can also be done to ascertain if a company is facing law suits,
noted Mr Wong.
There are avenues for recourse.
The provisions of the Building and
Construction Industry Security of Payment Act allows for firms to claim payment by way of adjudication, gives
them the right to stop work if payment is not made after an adjudication award is obtained, and also allows the main contractor to pay them
directly to avoid work stoppage.
Given that Samdaiyang Development has filed for insolvency, the only
recourse in Singapore for the affected
SMEs is to apply to the courts to wind
up the company.
Mr Wong said: “This will help to
make sure that any of the company’s
assets in Singapore are ring-fenced to
pay the Singapore creditors. A similar
process is now being carried out in relation to the Alpine insolvency.”
Austrian construction firm Alpine
Bau GmbH filed for insolvency in
June this year. It had won the contract for the design and construction
of three stations and tunnels along
Downtown Line Stage 2, valued at
$670.74 million, in 2009.

May-Dec ’12 offences: casinos fined $527k
By LEE U-WEN
leeuwen@sph.com.sg
[SINGAPORE] Singapore’s casino regulator has for the third time this year
hit the country’s two casinos hard on
the wallet for various regulatory
breaches.
The Casino Regulatory Authority
(CRA) said yesterday that it had
dished out fines totalling $527,500 after finding the casinos guilty of five
breaches last year. All the offences
took place over an eight-month period from May 2012 to December 2012.
Marina Bay Sands (MBS) bore the
brunt as it was made to pay $337,500
in fines for two breaches, such as failing to prevent locals who did not have
a valid entry levy from entering or remaining in the casino.

As for Resorts World Sentosa
(RWS), it must fork out $190,000 for
three separate offences. The casino
was guilty of, among other things, failing to prevent five minors from entering or remaining in the casino, and
admitting people on the government’s casino exclusion list.
“CRA takes a serious view of these
lapses as the social safeguard measures have been put in place to protect the vulnerable from the harms of
casino gambling,” CRA said in a statement, adding that it would continue
to be vigilant and take firm action
against regulatory breaches.
Earlier this year, CRA imposed
two separate rounds of financial penalties on the casinos. In January, MBS
and RWS were fined a total of

$230,000 for various offences that
took place from November 2011 to
April 2012. In February this year,
MBS was ordered to pay $475,000 for
three separate breaches, including
failing to ensure continuous recording of casino surveillance footage.
CRA did, however, note yesterday
that both casinos have continued to
put in place a range of measures over
the past three years to enhance their
compliance with social safeguard
measures. These include conducting
more thorough checks at the casino
entrances before allowing people in,
and investing more resources to detect Singapore citizens and permanent residents who have stayed on in
the casino even after their entry levies have expired.

